
 

  

 

 

VR-25 SUPRA SAEINDIA 2017 

REPORT 



About  

SUPRA SAEINDIA: 

SAEINDIA is the largest  affiliate of SAE international with 6000+ throughout 

the country has been in the forefront in bringing several event modelled on 

international competitions which has grown enormously over the years. We 

pleased to inform you that 6th edition of SUPRA SAEINDIA scheduled from 

26thJune to 1st July 2017 at BIC, Greater Noida. 

SUPRA is the national level engineering student competition where teams 

from various engineering colleges participate. In this student design and 

fabricate a formula style vehicle. The student not only design the vehicle but 

also built them as per the given set of rules (Rule Book) and design standard 

of SAE international. Making the student to learn and realize their talent 

through an experience, through this we try to extract future entrepreneur, 

technocrats, innovators and leaders, thus serving the prime objective of 

bringing out real talent to serve the Indian automotive industry for the years 

to come, in the continuation with the vision automotive mission plan, a 

dream to make India an international automotive hub. 

In this Edition 126 teams of various engineering colleges from all over the 

country are participating, which consists of more than 3000 participants. 

In this event specification of the vehicle frame and engine are restricted to 

610cc engine so, that knowledge, creativity imagination of students are fully 

challenged. The cars are built with a team effort over a period of one year 

and compete with other teams on the race track. The end result is great 

hands on experience for young engineer encouraging team to work with 

specific and end objective. During the main event the team go through 

several levels of testing. i.e. Technical inspection( vehicle scrutiny, tilt test, 

noise test & break test) static events (cost presentation, marketing 

presentation, design presentation) Dynamic events (Acceleration test, skid 

pad test, autocross test) and endurance test. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Journey of Team VR-25 

Our supra vehicle which has been built by our team VR-25 with passion, 

dedication and more interest towards activity was loaded in the truck on 23rd June 

2017. The vehicle is reached the main event i.e. Buddh international circuit and 

we took the vehicle in to the pit which is provided by SAE. 

 

                               Buddha international circuit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our college Team titled VR25 involved 25 members from SE to BE Mechanical 
Engineering students. There is so much to learn from our mistakes, failure is just 
another chapter. We have registered for the competition in the month of oct 2106. 
We got our car number as 18. In this event our team built car considering all the 
rules and regulation mentioned in the rule book by SAEINDIA. Which cleared all 
the ten test such as TI, tilt, Noise, Break, and all the dynamic events, which is 
great achievement for our team and to our VIIT College there were so many things 
this competition taught us. Right from sponsorship, presentation, marketing, cost, 
building the car to building a strong team spirit. 

Started our event from 26th June 2017. 

Day 1 (26th June 2017) 

We unloaded the vehicle from the trailer on 26thJune 2017 with the help of our 
team VR-25. We resisted our team for the event at registration desk. And all the 
team got their ID cards as well as T-shirts and caps for entering the event venue. 

We have allotted the pit number 18 to keep our vehicle in the pit for any 
modification work we can carry out in the pit only. 

The whole day kept for registration only. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Vehicle unloaded from the trailer at 
BICGreater Noida  

Students are unloading the vehicle 

 

 

 

 

Day 2 (27th June 2017) 

On the second day we were excited to face our first technical inspection scrutiny. 
Before going to TI, we inspected our vehicle two to three times as per the rule book. 
It seems that we are satisfying all the rules as per the rule book. So we ready our 
vehicle to go through first Ti. We entered the 4th bay of technical inspection at 
around 3.30pm each and every part of our vehicle inspected as per the rule book. 
Almost all the rules we are satisfying except some of the minor correction are 
suggested by the judges. One and half hour the vehicle was inspected. So, we very 
much confident that our vehicle will clear the TI in the second attempt. 



We done all the correction which suggested by the judges on the same day itself. 
And volunteers are announced to close for the day 

 

Going to face Technical Inspection 

 

 

 

 

Day 3 (28th June 2017) 

 

On the day three we rushed to BIC and reached at 9am in the morning. Again we 
checked our vehicle. And we proceeded for the second attempt for the technical 
inspection. And we cleared the TI within half an hour. Our team was very happy 
that their hard work, commitment, passion everything paid by clearing such a 
difficult stage of the whole competition. We got the first sticker of the maruti 
Suzuki saesupra India. This is the first stage of the event.  

 



Technical Inspection Bay 1     Giving the TI Sticker  

 

Team with the both the 
judges.  

Who had scrutinised our 
vehicle for both the TI 
attempts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 4 (29th June 2017) 

On the day four we started with weight check of the vehicle. We checked the 
weight it weighed 242kg. Improved our vehicle weight as compared to last year we 
reduced around 40 to 50 kg weight. This shows our effort in designing and 
fabricating the vehicle. 

Same day we have taken Egress test.  

Condition for egress: driver has to come out of the vehicle cockpit within 5 second. 

In this test our first driver achieved 3.90 second and second driver achieved 4.10 
second. We achieved with ease. 

After the egress test we allowed to fill the fuel in the fuel tank. We filled the fuel and 
proceeded for the tilt test. 



In the tilt test the vehicle is tilted at 40 deg to check all the nut and bolt are 
properly fastened below the vehicle and again it is tilted to 60 deg to check fuel and 
fluid leakage of the vehicle. Our vehicle easily passed the test.  

 

 Weight Check 242kg                         Egress removing steering wheel 

 

 

Egress Removing seatbelt Egress coming out of Cockpit in3.90 Second 

 

 

 



Vehicle is tilted at 40 Deg angle Vehicle is tilted at 60 Deg angle 

 

On the same day we proceeded to the noise test, electrical, and air intake test. In 

the noise test we passed. The noise of the vehicle is 107db, the criteria should be 

within 110db. Easily passed noise and electrical harness. But in the air intake they 

found the leakage, we sorted out that issue and cleared the air intake test in the 

second attempt. Here we got the second sticker. 

 

 

Checking Noise, Electrical and Air Intake 

 



Break Testproceeded for the break test our vehicle started to run at 50 kmph while 

taking first attempt our air filter got loosen and fell down. We sorted out that issue 

and immediately taken second attempt got clear our vehicle sopped steady with 

control and all wheel get locked at 42 kmph. We successed in clearing the third 

stage of the event. Great achievement of our supra team. That we cleared brake test 

for the first time. This shows the day and night work, talent, entrepreneur skills, 

worked as team no conflicts. Congrats to team for achieving great success. Entering 

into dynamic events. Only 30 teams are qualified out of 126 teams 

 

Break test: Vehicle stopped by locking all  

The four wheels 

Completing the 3rd stage getting the sticker  

Which completes the full logo  

 

 

 

 

Supra SAEINDIA Event Handbook 

Got signed with all the concerned officials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Day 5 (30th June 2017) 

Fifth day we planned for the dynamic events. It consists of 

1. Acceleration test 

2. Skidpad 

3. Endurance  

All the static & dynamic events they allotted the points. Depending upon our time 

in the dynamic event we will get the points. 

Bit of raining on the fifth day, waited to stop the rain and proceeded for the 

acceleration test, our complete time in the acceleration test was 6.78 sec avg time 

our team stood 7th in the accretion test 

In the skid pad test our complete time is 7.80 seconds 

Also we performed the auto cross dynamic event.  

Acceleration Test (6.78 sec) Skid Pad (7.80 sec) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Auto Cross 

 



Day 6 (1stJuly 2017) 

On the previous day only they have elaborated all the rules for the endurance.  

Total 8 laps are there in the endurance 

First driver has to complete 4 laps 

Second driver has to complete 4 laps 

On the sixth day they called us early in the morning to get the vehicle on the track. 

Again they inspected the vehicle for the safety purpose. 

Endurance started at 10.30am. They have made 2 sets of team divided into 15. 

According to acceleration test they have divided. Our team is in the 7th place in the 

2nd set of team. 

We started endurance with our first driver. He started with first lap and 

successfully completed all the four laps. 

Changed to second driver successfully complete 5th lap from some technical issue 

we couldn’t complete remaining 3 laps. 

We achieved a lot from this competition also we learnt lot many things during the 

event. This will help us in the academic and also helpful for our placement and 

final year project. 

       

Endurance Laps 

Result: Team VR-25 has got 15th Rank out of 127 team. This show the great 

improvement of team performance. In the next year our aim is to be in top of the 

result table. 

 



Participated Team List 

Sl. No Name Role 
Year 

1 Prof. Praveen Rathod Faculty Advisor 

2 Omkar Kunjir Captain & Primary Driver BE 

3 Tejas Velapure Vice-captain BE 

4 Shubham Jakapure Secondary Driver BE 

5 Swaroop latkar Membar BE 

6 Aniket Gaonkar Finance BE 

7 Gautam Kulkarni Membar BE 

8 Ajinkya Mali Membar BE 

9 Sai Shreedhar Membar BE 

10 Pratik Jadhav Membar BE 

11 Amey Kadam Membar BE 

12 Tejas Kadbane Membar BE 

13 Aditya Patil Membar TE 

14 Saurbh Thakur Membar TE 

15 Siddanth Membar TE 

16 Sumedh Sardal Membar TE 

17 Shrey Shekar Membar TE 

18 Kunal Suryavanshi Membar TE 

19 Shrenik Kile Membar SE 

 



PHOTO GALARY  

 



 

Prepared By 

Praveen P. Rathod 

 Assistant Professor 

      Mechanical Engg Dept 

 


